






Nov. 12, 1895 

Statement of Luis Herrera 

On the 30 of Oct. I went to Adrian Munoz's house he asked me to come in and I went in and we had a 
conversation and he told me that there was a good place to kill beef and that he had a good friend named 
Mauricio and that the best way to kill there is to rope them, because a shot could be heard long distance and 
that Ed Tevas was always around and might get on to them "then I said friend I am going ti is quite late" he 
saw don't go yet get your slicker. I want to give you a little bit of goods I smuggled, I went and got my 
slicker and we both went to the kitchen and out of a box he got about 20 lbs of beef and put it in my slicker 
it was a part of the neck, ribs, and then I went home and took the beef with me and I gave it to Ia vino 
Guerras wife and told her to dot what she pleased with it. When she was cutting the neck she found the 
bullet , then she said look here Luis here is a bullet, then I took it and put it in my pocket - then Javino 
Guerra said is that stolen beef my god friend I don't like to have stolen beef I have rather eat nothing else 
but buns then eat stolen beef. Don't fear if it is stolen beef you can say I brought it here, that is all that 
happens and here is the bullet. Gregorio Barra said to me just as soon as my god father Fernando Herrera 
goes away to Santa Fe we can kill beefright here in this fence at Herrera's place that they were afraid to kill 
while he is there. As soon as he is gone all they have to do is to open the fence gates early and let the cattle 
come in and can kill all they want to. 

Luis Herrera 
This nothing but conversations I've had with outfit. 
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